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QUESTION 1

What is a joined report? 

Correct Answer: The joined report format lets you view different types of information in a single report. A joined report
consists of up to five report blocks, which you add to the report to create multiple views of your data. For each block,
you can add regular and summary fields, create standard and cross-block custom summary formulas, apply filters, and
sort columns. A joined report can contain data from multiple standard or custom report types. 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which are the 2 places where activities can be viewed? 

Correct Answer: on the associated records and on the Home tab 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What does Sales Stages refer to? 

Correct Answer: Stage picklist of opportunity 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which are the 5 actions available with workflow rules? 

Correct Answer: send email, send outbound message, field update, set task, use existing action 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An object can have 

A. A master-detail relationship with itself 

B. A lookup relationship with itself 

C. Both of above are possible 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 6

What are the drawbacks of quick create? 

Correct Answer: The fields which are displayed in the quick create page layout (e.g. while creating a new contact, if we
use quick create to create a new account on the fly) cannot be modified/selected/chosen by us and validation rules
don\\'t fire (for the account which is created quickly using quick create) which is a limitation of Salesforce. 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which record type will get assigned to a record being created? 

A. Record type assigned by user while creating the record 

B. Record type assigned by workflow rule using workflow action of type `Field Update\\'. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An opportunity is triggering a workflow rule that is set to evaluate. When a record is created, or when a record is edited
and did not previously meet the rule criteria\\'. The opportunity previously met the workflow criteria so the workflow rule
should not trigger now. But the workflow rule is being triggered. What could be the reason? 

Correct Answer: This can happen when the account that the opportunity is related to is changed. Doing this will reparent
the opportunity and thus all \\'on-create\\' workflow rules will trigger. 

 

 

QUESTION 9

If there is a custom validation rule on a custom object Position for the custom text field Location to make sure that this
field is not left blank, then what are the various ways of bypassing this validation rule? 

Correct Answer: a. Deactivate the validation rule. b. Provide a value to this field in the before insert/update trigger on the
Location object if this field has been left blank. 

 

 

QUESTION 10

List the 3 Declarative Application building blocks of Business Logic. 

Correct Answer: 1. Workflow 2. Validation Rules 3. Approval Processes 
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QUESTION 11

A new time trigger (like `3 hours after Rule Trigger Date\\' which is part of `Time-Dependant Workflow Actions\\') cannot
be added to a workflow rule under which cases using the `Add Time Trigger\\' button? 

Correct Answer: If the workflow rule is active If any time-based workflow action is pending to be executed on any of the
existing time triggers of that workflow rule (like say any field update workflow action pending of time trigger `1 Hour After
Rule Trigger Date\\'). So deactivating t his workflow rule will not suffice. Deleting the record (if feasible) on which
timebased workflow action is pending will make `Add Time Trigger\\' button active again. c. If the workflow rule is to be
executed 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Lead validation rule (like field Industry must have a value) always triggers when a lead is converted. 

Correct Answer: The lead validation rules trigger only if this option is checked on Customize > Leads > Settings
`Enforce Validation and Triggers from Lead Convert\\' 

 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the record limit for loading records using import wizards? 

Correct Answer: 50,000 

 

QUESTION 14

Criteria based sharing rule is not available on which standard objects? 

Correct Answer: Not available for Lead, Campaign. Available for Accounts, Contact, Opportunity, Case 

 

 

QUESTION 15

How many maximum cross object formula fields are allowed in an object? 

Correct Answer: Ten  
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